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Report Crone PEM drill hole survey results, holes CFL92-06 and CFL92-12, 
claims RL895654 and RL1167556, Bowerman Township and Mitchell 
Township, Red Lake Mining Division, Ontario

Property Description and Access

The Minova Inc., Meyer, south option is presently owned by C Martin Meyer care 
of 26 Furlong Street, Kirkland Lake, Ontario, P2N 3P5. and consists of 15 claims 
straddling the Bowerman, Mitchell township line in the Red Lake Mining District 
being claim numbers 895644-5-6,895649-50-51,895654-5-6, and 1167552 to 
1167557.

The property lies three kilometres south of mileage 70 km on the all weather Rd 
from the community of Ear Falls Ont to South Bay Mine in Dent Township. 
Access from the Ear Falls road is best by existing winter drill roads. Latitude 51 
degrees 01 minutes 30 seconds, longitude 92 degrees 45 minutes 30 seconds, 
NTS 52N/2.

Geology and Terrain
The property lies along the south shore of Horseshoe Lake and has moderate 
relief with 5* outeroppings. The property lies approximately 10 kilometres SSW 
of the South Bay Mine, a copper-zinc massive sulphide deposit and former 
producer. A favourable geochemical alteration zone diagnostic of volcanogenic 
base metal footwall alteration extends from the South Bay Mine 22 kilometres 
SSW passing through the Meyer option property.

History of Exploration
The original showing on the Meyer South Option was discovered in 1927. In 
1951 Heath Gold Mines Ltd., conducted surface trenching and 8 diamond drill 
holes, intersecting 2(fc zinc over widths from 30 centimetres to a maximum of 120 
centimetres, along with low copper values. In 1965 Norite Exploration Ltd. drilled 
a conductor 120 metres NW and paralell to the Heath Gold Mine showing. Their 
best intersection of 4 holes (N1 to N4) was S.46% zinc over 1.5 metres. A series 
of shallow drill holes # UA-01 to UA-11 of unknown (to the writer) origon are 
shown in figure 2. These holes evidently tested the Norite Exploration zone.

In 1984 Cominco Ltd carried out a UTEM Electromagnetic Survey on 800 foot 
spaced lines over both zones but failed to detect any new or promising zones 
within the 300 metre depth of exploration capability of the system.

In 1984 Cominco Ltd. also performed whole rock geochemical analysis 
denjpstrating favourable depletion of Na2O and CaO along with enrichment of
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MgO indicating two distinct alteration zones on the property separated by a narrow 
unaltered volcanic unit This was interpreted by Gerhard Meyer P.Eng/, 
Sept. 301986, as indicating tight synclinal folding, with potential of massive 
sulphides occurring at several hundred metres depth below present surface.

In 1991 Minova Inc. optioned the property and tested for sulphides at depth with a 
537 metre drill hole #91 -1 intersecting 0.1 ** Cu, Q.59% Zn, 4.47 gft Ag, 0.06 g/t 
Au over 2.94 metres at 400 metres depth below surface; and Q.3% Cu. Q.74% 
Zn*ft, 8.72 g/t Ag and 0.21 g/t Au over 2.23 metres at 430 metres depth below 
surface. A drill hole PEM Survey of this hole did not indicate that improvement in 
sulphides would be expected within 100 metres along strike at these depths.

In February 1992, Minova Inc. drilled CFL92-6 to a depth of 702 metres 
intersecting minor copper-zinc values in sulphides at 633.00 to 633.40 metres 
646.65 to 647.10 metres and 69523 to 697.24 metres. Drill logs indicate that 
Minova Inc. drilled this hole to test a gravity high indicated by Norex. Downhole 
PEM Surveying of this drill hole in March 1992 is the subject of this report, 
including downhole PEM surveying of a followup drill hole CFL92-12, 200 metres 
grid south of CFL92-06.

Drillhole PEM Survey

a) Method.

The Crone PEM survey system was used where a rectangular single turn 
insulated wire induction loop a few hundred metres per side is laid out on the 
surface near a drill hole and an alternating current square wave of several 
amperes is generated in the loop. A reciever probe axial to the drill hole is 
lowered in the drill hole and the transient decay of the magnetic field produced 
by the square wave signal is measured and recorded at 20 metre depth 
intervals. Closer spaced detail recordings are taken where warranted. Eight 
channels are read at each depth indicating magnitude of magnetic field decay 
rate over successive 10 millisecond intervals. Reid strengths are normalized 
for distance downhole and plotted logarithmicaly for each of the 8 channels. 
The survey is repeated with the transmitter loop placed in several different 
locations or azimrths around the drill hole in order to compare preferential or 
detrimental coupling of the transmitted signal with the geometry of any 
anomalous conductor indicated by the survey.

b) Drill hole PEM survey CFL92-06.

665 metres depth of the 696 metres total depth of CFL92-06 was surveyed 
from 3 loop locations March 24,1992. Transmitter loops were laid in North,
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East, and South grid quadrants (East quadrant loop was termed collar loop). 
Unfortunately no west quadrant loop was read since it would have been very 
valuable in interpreting whether or not the strong "out-of-holem anomaly from 
300 metres to 500 metres subsurface, was caused by sheet-like (thin) massive 
sulphides or caused by massive sulphides with substantial thickness. 
The writer interprets the sharp out-of-hole anomaly at 620 metres subsurface 
to be caused by a sheet-like (thin) massive sulphides with near-edge 10 
metres grid north of the drill hole.

C) Drill hole CFL 92-12

Drill hole CFL92-12 was drilled Oct. 1992.200 metres grid south of CFL 92 - 
06 to test drill hole PBM anomaly encountered March 24.1992 in CFL92-06, 
300 metres to 500 metres depth sub-surface. Only minor disseminated 
sulphide mineralization was encountered in drill hole CFL 92-12. A drill hole 
PEM survey of CFL92-12 was completed on Dec. 101992 using 4 transmitter 
loop setups verifying a lack of significant massive sulphides in the vicinity of 
CFL 92-12.

d) Interpretation of combined results drill hole CFL92-06 ft CFL92-12.

K is the writers opinion that transmitter loop signal coupling with geometry of 
the near hole sulphides causing the anomaly from 300 to 500 metres sub 
surface in CFL92-06 is in no way compatible with the very weak anomalous 
responses in CFL92-12. The anomalous responses, in the writers opinion, 
fall off too quickly in amplitude in the direction towards drill hole CFL92-12. K 
is therefore the writers opinion that the anomaly from 300 to 500 metres sub 
surface in drill hole CFL92-06 is caused by a nearby network of disseminated 
sulphides and massive sulphide stringers acting as an eddy current channel 
for a massive sulphide body at approximately 1 kilometer sub-surface.

For examples of current channeling in disseminated and scattered sulphide 
networks nearby a massive sulphide ore body see appended literature re: Crone 
drill hole PEM survey of Ruttan Mine. Manitoba, page 130 of PROCEEDINGS 
EXPLORATION 87, ONTARIO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY SPECIAL VOLUME 3. 
and also INTERPRETATION OF CONDUCTIVE COMPLEXITY WITH 
BOREHOLE APPLICATIONS, by J.C. Macnae and Y. Lamontagne, GSC paper 
number 85-27, pages 323 to 336.1986.
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Conclusions and Recommendations.

tt is concluded by the writer that the mout-af-hoiem anomaly from 300 metres to 500 
metres subsurface in hole CFL92-06 is caused by a nearby network of 
disseminated sulphides and massive sulphide stringers acting as an eddy current 
channel for a massive sulphide body at approximately 1 kilometre subsurface.

tt is recommended by the writer that when the economics of deep base metal 
exploration becomes favorable that the interpreted massive sulphide zone lying 
approximately 1 kilometre subsurface at section 9100 south be tested by 2 drill 
holes separated by 75 metres, tt is further recommended that these drill holes be 
surveyed by drill hole PEM using common signal transmitter loops in the manner 
used by Falconbridge at Burchell Lake, described by J.B. Boniwell in Down Hole 
Pulse EM Two Recent Reid Experiences, page 297 to 306, BOREHOLE 
GEOPHYSICS FOR MINING AND GEOTECHNICAL APPLICATIONS, 
Geological Survey of Canada, paper 85-27.

Estimated cost of 2 kilometres of drilling with PEM surveying is approximately 
$300,000.

Respectfully submitted,

February 11,1994 JohnWad, P.Eng.
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Certification

l hereby certify that l hold no financial share or interest in the properties described 
in this report, l further certify that l have been engaged in geophysical mineral 
exploration in Canada for the most of the last 40 years as a Geophysicist. 
Geophysical Contractor, and Consulting Engineer.

Specific drill hole EM experience includes participation in the development and 
testing of Sharpe DHEM, 1957 to 1959. Crone DPEM operator and development 
technician for Noranda Explorations Ltd., 1968 to 1970 during which time the 
prototype Crone DPEM was developed and operated surveying approximately 50 
diamond drill holes in the Noranda and Mattagami Lake camps. As technician for 
Noranda Explorations Ltd. l was responsible for constructing and operating Crone 
DPEM model studies as an aid to interpreting instrument capabilities and field 
quantitative interpretation.

Former employment includes the positions of Senior Geophysicist Barringer 
Research, Rexdale; Geophysicist - Derry, Michner and Booth, Consulting 
Geologists, Toronto; Chief Geophysicist - Patino Mining Ltd., Toronto; and Staff 
Geophysicist - Urangesellschaft Canada ltd., Toronto; and that of self employed 
Consulting Engineer 1974 to 1982 and 1984 to the

February 11,1994 John T. Ward, P. Eng
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LEGEND'

MO

Gabbro

Quartz Gabbro

Granodiorite

Foliated Granite

Granitic Granodiorite

Quartz Porphyritic Granodiorite

Quartz Feldspar Porphyritic Granodiorite

Quartz Feldspar Porphyritic Granite

Quartz Porphyritic Dyke

Quartz Porphyritic Sill

Mafic Dyke

Sub-Volcanic Intrusive*

SBOfP South Bay Quartz Feldspar Porphryry

FLSI Fork Lake Subvolcanic Intrusivecm
Volcanics le Related Sediments

NMR Northwest Rhyolite

NWUA Northwest Mafic Flow

ARTGW Mixed Rhyolite Tuff arid Greywacke

UOFPFL Upper Quartz Feldspar Porphyritic Flow/Dome

URT Upper Rhyolite Tuff

UHRT Upper Hill Rhyolite Tuff

tuf Middle Hill Rhyolite Tuff Flow

HRT Hill Rhyolite Tuff

Bug Lake Mafic Flow

LHRI

ART

UOCNC

OGNG

ASH/ARC

OFPFL

AFL

WLTB

ABRO

ABMA

Lower Hill Rhyolite Tuff 

Aphyric Rhyolite Tuff

Middle Quartz Gang Flow

Quartz Porphyritic Pyroclastic (Quartz Gong)

Asin Bay Horizon / Argillite

Quartz Porphyritic Flow

Quartz Feldspar Porphyritic Flow

Aphyric Felsic Flow

Wasp Lake Talus Breccia,*

Asin Bay Rhyo - Dacite Flows 

Asin Bay Mafic Rows

SYMBOLS 
Geology Topography

Oulopp outOn* 

rotation - vertical. 

Bedding - vertical. 

Jointing - vertical.
*

s \

Trench

FauH

Geological contacts

Claim past - found, hfened

OOH - coaor location * aximuth 

H OOH - vertical projection

Alteration ( <2% Na2O

ABBREVIATIONS
Mlnarollzallon

cp chalcopyrite

ham hematite

mot magnetito

pa pyntiotil*

py

Allarallon Taxtur*

onlhaphyBto

frag fragments 

p*

laurmaEna



06895654DD^-CFL-92

DDH-CFL-92-12 \

Diamond Drilling by:

Ninnova Inc.

DDHs-CFL-92-06 6 12

Mitchell Twp.

Drawn by: C. Martin Meyer
Scale: 1:5000
Date: December 30, 1993
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ELECTROMAGNETIC EXPLORATION FROM BOREHOLES 
ALFRED V. DYCK AND MICHAEL W. ASTEN

REN N BELL

An example of SIROTEM data is shown in Figure 
14.12. Renison Bell is a large tin mine in Tasmania, 
in which downhole EM surveys were employed in 
efforts to find more ore around and below (lie work 
ings. The host rocks are thick, conformable succes 
sions of shales, quartzites. argillites, cat Donates, 
conglomerates, and pyroclastics. The ore occurs as 
cassiieriie-bearing pyrrhotite within stratal"tund de 
posits (replacement of dolomites) and as faulibound 
mineralization (Bishop et al. 1 987). The sulphides 
are generally massive, highly conductive, and as they 
form a rather complex network, there is ample op 
portunity for inductive interaction between various 
bodies. It is not possible to enter into the intricacies 
of the interpretation here, but the anomaly at 540 m 
is interesting for its double sign reversal, uiu: at 2 ms 
delay, the second at 40 ms. The earlier icversal is 
thought to be the result of shielding by shallower 
conductors, and the later one by contraction of cur 
rents past the borehole. The late-time anomaly was 
simulated with a rectangular filament moo'el and it 
was suggested by Bishop et al. (in press) that the 
conductor is of sufficient size to warrant further in 
vestigation.

RUTTAN

Ruttan is a base-metal mine in northern Manitoba, 
Canada in which pulse EM surveys were evaluated 
for further exploration for the highly conducting 
copper-bearing massive-sulphide lenses. The data 
shown in Figure 14.13 are certainly indicative of the 
multiplicity of conductors in the West Anomaly area, 
where the conductors appear to be abruptly termi 

nated by crosscutting granites (M. Patterson. Sher- 
ritl-Gordon Mines, personal communication, 1985). 
The anomalies below 250 m correlate with inter 
sected sulphides, shown as an Fe histogram on the 
geologic perspective diagram. The anomaly D2, in 
terpreted qualitatively as a conductor lying above the 
hole, was subsequently drilled and found lo be 
caused by non-economic sulphides. The data are in 
teresting for the strong background, on lop of which 
ihe local anomalies ride, thought to be caused by a 
network of conductive mine structure and minerali 
zed horizons. Furthermore, the local anomalies do 
nol change sign as expected from coupling consid 
erations for each of the transmitter loops used, and 
from knowing the preferred orientation of the con 
ductors by geologic observation. This again is 
thought to be a manifestation of the secondary-field 
background, which, at Ruttan, is strong enough to 
control the field which impinges on the targets at 
depth (Dyck 1985). Dyck and West (1984) pre- 
senled a Sudbury basin example of target/powerline 
anomaly interference (simpler than the above) in 
which the inductive interaction was documented by 
computer model study.

It is worth noling that logarithmic display of am 
plitudes, such as in Figure 14.13. is convenient for 
dynamic compression of widely varying data but also 
renders impossible the comparison of anomaly am 
plitudes.

THALANGA
The set of data in Figure 14.14, from the Thalanga 
deposit, Queensland, Australia, provides an example 
of unexplained sign reversals (Irvine 1987). The mi 
neralization comprises stratiform bodies of zinc, 
lead, and copper volcanogenic massive sulphides.

400m

600m

40 ms SIROTEM 2ms

Flgurel4.12. Borehole EM data demonstrating an anomaly with double sign reversal. The sequence of profiles ranges from 
early to late time, top to bottom, respectively, displayed with increasing gain (from Bishop et al. 1987).
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EXPLORATION '87 PROCEEDINGS
GEOPHYSICAL METHODS: ADVAi ' ES IN THE STATE OF THE ART

HISTOGRAM 
FE l—l 10011

NORTH LOOP SOUTH LOOP

ST+"

PUISE EM AMPLITUDE

Figure 14.13. Crone pulse EM data from the Ruilan Mine, 
Manitoba. The large-amplitude anomalies superimposed 
on a strong background response of the mine structure, and 
independent of transmitter excitation, implies significant 
inductive interaction between conductor.

The host rock comprises a rein lively conducting 
overburden and a weakly conducting bedrock. Sev 
eral effects were illustrated by Irvine, including a 
sign-reversal anomaly which he ;-(.tributes to drive 
delay or to current channeling (aoually, dominance 
by current channeling effects at early delay versus 
inductive effects at late times), either of which would 
explain the observed sense of anomaly reversal. The 
author points out that this ambiguity exists only for 
pulse systems and could be resel ed by a step-re 

sponse system which (see above) produces a i 're 
versal for current channeling but not for drive delay.

The example of DDH 33 in Figure 14.14, how 
ever, cannot be explained in the same way. For LP1 
the dominant peak at 400 m is negative at early 
times and positive at late times and vice versa for 
LP2 on the other side of the interpreted conductor. 
These anomalies are opposite to that expected from 
current channeling and induction, assuming that 
these will dominate at early and late times, respec 
tively (Irvine 1987). The author, after speculating 
on. several other possibilities including complex in 
teraction between different parts of the target or dis 
persive effects (Smith and West 1986), concluded 
that further research was necessary to provide a con 
clusive explanation.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
Figure 14.15 summarizes the present state of 
borehole EM methods and some predictions on how 
they will advance. The state-of-the-art cannot be 
defined sharply but rather can be described by three 
zones which are superimposed on the classification 
matrix in Figure 14.1Sa. The first zone (upper left) 
corresponds to problems that can be handled in a 
reasonably routine manner. The information re 
quired by the explorationist can usually be ex 
tracted, although azimuthal location of the target 
sometimes remains a problem. The second (transi 
tion) zone contains problems that can often be un 
derstood through sound physical reasoning and heu 
ristic model results, but for which there are neither 
routine solutions nor readily applicable modeling 
tools. Situations falling into the third zone (lower 
right) prove frustrating to the interpreter and pro 
vide little or no clarification of the exploration pic 
ture. It may even be impossible to determine which 
part of the downhole profile is anomalous, thus fail 
ing to identify the target or its depth. The difficult 
zone could reasonably include cases where the 
method is pushed beyond its usual limits by a desire 
for more precise information, for example, to guide 
development drilling of a target.

Figure 14.1Sb lists models that we feel are re 
quired for further understanding and especially for 
routine application. A conductive ellipsoid in free- 
space would fill the gap between plate and sphere 
models in terms of the constraint dial the model im 
poses on the eddy currents (see Dyck and West 
1984). Inhomogeneous models (e.g. more conduc 
tive core) and irregularly shaped bodies are neces 
sary because there are many details of borehole EM 
responses which we do not as yet comprehend (e.g. 
subtle migration characteristics). It is important that 
these and any new models for the MM category be 
fast and flexible for routine application and custom- 
tailoring to a particular problem.

New developments are tabulated in Figure 
14.1Sc. Filament inversion, which is Marquardt in-
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What is significant about this mineral rnvironment from 
f~ geophysical point of view is that the sulphides are 
r. .icted to a single, recognizable stratigraphic level and 
also there is no other conductive material in the host 
succession. By the end of tile 1982 drilling, the plane of the 
sulphides was found to dip from 35" to 45" lo the northeast, 
and the pods themselves had a thickness of l to 5 m. For the 
EM probe, they represented thin conduct i VP sheets laterally 
separated by substantial sections of highly resistive material. 
Based on this information it was possible to interpret the 
recorded downhole EM responses. It is, uf course, a paradox 
of borehole surveying that the most barren exploration holes 
are often the best for EM logging purposes. In this case, 
hole 82-20, which failed to interr.r-rt the target

mineralization between the 'A1 and W zones, yielded the most 
information for predicting new extensions, l he downhole EM 
log (Fig. 33.4) is dominated by an offhole anomaly that peaks 
25 m lower than the geologically projected ore-plane pierce- 
point. It is nevertheless an unusually flat-topped anomaly, 
atypical for the environment and not at all like what might 
be expected from a sheet source. It in fact reflects faulting 
which, while recognized, was not at the time fully 
understood. Thus, a second log from Tx no. 13 with its 
improved coupling at this depth was needed to establish the 
peak position with more certainty (Fig 33.5, 33.6). 
Figure 33.5 is included to provide a comparison with 
Figure 33.4 at the same gain setting.

A. Original ore deposition

Section of 
post drilling
r—-^-—\

Massive 
Sulphides

Vent; heel lo sulphide 
diucmwotioiM, intruded 
by qrtnil* with mogmtir* 
Mgrcgation*.

Massive 
Sulphides

B. Present disposition
Schematic only

Figure 33.12. Hypothetical ore occurrence for the Burchell Lake area, as depicted in relation to, an 
overturned volcanic dome.
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Figure 33.13. Section 2400S. Burchell lake project, showing 
the t wo closely spaced, subparallel boreholes investigated 
with downhole PBM.

DDH 81 BU-2B-1
Respons* ampMude

MOO 900 HO 90 30 T 30 SO HO SCO WOO

TRANSMnTER PLAN

CRONE PEM DATA 
Burchell Lake Project, Ont.

Figure 33.14. Results of Crone PEM logging of hole 
81BU-2B-1. Note transmitter loop location centred around 
the drill collar for comparison with Figure 33.15.

By this stage in the investigations, it 11 id become 
possible to estimate what fall-off rates might npply for a 
response from an offhole source in this setting, r. T instance, 
logs from holes 82-16 and 82-17 (Fig. 33.7, 33.8; how clean, 
single-peaked offhole anomalies at approximate! -- the level 
where the holes pierce the ore-plane. These atr malies can 
be reasonably interpreted as due to the same som e, viz. the 
bottom extremities of the upper 'A' zone sulphide? as defined 
by drilling. If distances of 28 m and 55 m respectively to the 
common current centre are assumed, then it is ol i erved that 
the channel l anomaly response falls off with distance 
according to an inverse cube law. This is reasonniile in view 
of the limited size of the 'A' zone. As a consent : ^nce, more 
confident estimates could be made of the location 'if any new 
source recorded in the logs. Thus, in DO i 12-20, the 
displaced peak and the amplitude of the offlio'e anomaly 
allowed the prediction of a further significant sulphide 
occurrence at least 50 m below previous drilling in the ore- 
plane. This was the principal conclusion lo emerge from the 
first-stage logging at Eastmain. This new source was labelled 
the 'O' zone. On the basis of hole 82-20 and nearby holes 
82-21 and 82-22 (both barren holes) zone 'D1 was conjectured 
to be positioned as shown in Figure 33.9.

Subsequently, two holes (83-4 and 83-5) were drilled to 
test the validity of this interpretation. The first hole 
successfully intersected a zone of semi-massive sulphides, 
containing a 5 m section of high grade ore, at a depth of 
approximately 340 m. As a result of this hole in particular, 
as well as companion drilling in early 1983, the at-depth 
sulphide distribution was amended to show extensions to the 
'A* zone; however, the downdip limits are still open 
(Fig. 33.10).

Burchell Lake, Ontario

A problem of a different kind arose at Burchell Lake in 
the Shebandowan volcanic belt which runs west from Thunder 
Bay, Ontario (Fig. 33.10). There, a sequence of intrusive 
volcanic rocks and sediments disappears under a cover of 
gravels 65 m thick. Near the edge of the cover a dyke-like 
porphyry intrusion intrigued early explorationists because it 
carries a rather consistent D.3% Cu over widths of 40-50 m. 
It has been drilled repeatedly but no higher grade sections 
have been found. It is the present thesis that this intrusion 
occupies an old vent in an overturned volcanic dome and, 
consequently, that its mineral grade is consistently low.
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What is seen to be far more important is the possibility that 
st^~*iform volcanogenic sulphides were deposited on the 
f. s of the dome (Fig. 33.12).

A weak airborne (INPUT) EM anomaly had been 
detected on the posssible flank of the dome but either the 
anomaly was too weak and mediocre (1-7 mhos) to attract 
much attention, or the geology was not considered attractive. 
Early work by Noranda in 1965, and by Preeporl Sulphur 
in 1971 had failed to locate economic mineralization. The 
third company to become interested was Gulf Minerals 
in 1979. However, they too were disappointed with their 
results and eventually (in 1982) relinquislieU their holdings. 
However, as part of their geophysical program, Gulf did carry 
out downhole EM logging of virtually all their drillholes. It is 
these logs which form the data base for the present 
discussion.

In section 24005 (Fig. 33.13), the first hole drilled by 
Gulf was targeted at the source of the horizontal loop 
EM anomaly which corresponded to the INPUT anomaly. It 
failed to encounter the expected near-surface, heavy sulphide 
mineralization. Instead, only weak stringers were intersected 
but the hole was continued to a coring depth of 229 m in the 
search for more information. Further scat! r red stringers of 
sulphides were intercepted but with deci easing frequency. 
Consequently, geological interest was di reeled lo other, 
on-strike largels in the region.

DDH81 BU-2B-1

noo90o no so 30 v 30 90 no sooiooo

TRANSMTTER PLAN

CRONE PBM DATA 
BurcheR Lake Project, Ont.

Eventually this hole (no. BO-BU-2B) was logged by 
pulse EM, using five transmitter loops, 100 m square, grouped 
around the hole. Numerous anomalous responses, both 
offhole and inhole, from local sources were detected in the 
top half of all logs. There was nothing very significanl about 
any of this since it indicated lhal within the deteclion range 
of Ihe system nothing much better could be expected in the 
way of mineralization than had already been revealed by 
drilling. However,in the botlom half of the log, an inlriguing 
offhole anomaly was delecled. Gulf, in fact, hypothesized 
lhal a sulphide body of some size lay vertically below Ihe 
bottom of the hole. They also postulated thai the source of 
Ihe surface horizontal loop EM anomaly lay updip above the 
hole, squeezed in a 30 m space between the hole and Ihe 
updip distance lo bedrock surface. A long second hole was 
drilled lo test this second possibility. Also, the first hole 
(now designated no. 81-BU-2B-1) was extended in deplh. 
Thus, at the end of Ihe second summer of drilling on seclion 
24005, there were two subparallel holes, no more than 20 m 
apart, drilled to a depth of approximately 290 m (Fig. 33.13). 
To a downhole EM investigation, this represented a unique 
and golden opportunily: the chance of measuring in-depth 
the response from an offhole source (or sources) from Iwo 
traverses marginally apart. Gulf extended their downhole 
pulse EM surveying to both the second hole and the extension 
of the first.

DDK 81 BU-3

soo no so so T w w no 9001000

CRONE PEM DATA 
Burchel Lake Project, OnL

Figure 33.15. Downhole Crone PEM data as in Figure 33.14 
but with transmitter loop moved updip of hole 81BU-2B-1.

Ffgire 33.16. Downhole Crone PEM data for hole 81BU-3. 
transmitter loop centred on the borehole collar.
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V*- CRONE MODEL 
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\

Figire 33.17. Two independent interpretations of the 
downhole PEM data showing their basic similarity.

The results obtained in this second stage logging of hole 
81-BU-2B-1 are shown in Figure 33.14. First, il ought to be 
noted that for the same transmitter loops, the profiles in the 
upper portion of the hole closely duplicate the re ajlts of the 
previous survey. Secondly, the broad anomaly at - epth on the 
later channels now has a lower edge, thus making its 
definition complete. This anomaly can be interpreted as 
being due to a single body 65 m wide and flat-lipped, or to 
two separate sources 65 m apart and roughly pirallel with 
each other. The first interpretation is preferred -lecause the 
large, cohesive late time responses (channels 7 and 8) imply a 
source that is large, extensive and well removed from the 
hole. However, for the source body to be a unifoim distance 
from the hole, even a relatively short section (viz. 35 m), 
requires that the body be folded. Fortunate)-.., the core 
angles measured in the two holes allow for the p-issibility of 
such folding (Fig. 33.13).

When the transmitters were located in the other four 
quadrants, the most interesting results came from the 
transmitter loop updip of the hole (Fig. 33.15). Here, with 
the primary excitation directly over the sulphides and 
supplying maximum field strength, all the small si ringers and 
the disseminated zone(s) above the main zone T now strong 
responses. It was this result in the first logging :if this hole 
that led Gulf to conclude that above the hole there exist 
more sulphides than had been seen in the core.

The second hole (no. 81-BU-3) was logged from the 
same transmitter locations as for the first. It is immediately 
evident from the collar central case (Fig. 33.16) tha ^^e 
amplitude of the anomaly from the deep source is about ..dif 
what it was in hole 81-BU-2B-1. Thus, the source must be to 
the east of the holes. Moreover, the fall-off in response from 
the first to the second hole allows a determination of 
distances to current centres because, as the same transmitter 
loop was used, the current centres must be identical. Finally, 
il is noticeable that there is only one anomaly peak. The 
second one, 40 m deeper, is not detected in this more 
removed and slightly flatter hole. On the assumption that a 
rough inverse cube law is again operative (determined for 
channel 8 amplitudes in this case), it is projected that the 
deeper current centre lies in excess of 78 m from this second 
hole. Combining this with indications from the lateral 
transmitter locations that the source feature plunges to the 
northeast it is postulated that the source is a body of massive 
sulphides, up to 15 m wide, open at depth, conformable with 
the host volcanic succession and located at vertical depth of 
more than 226 m.

This situation is extraordinarily interesting for a 
venture group prepared to drill deep on the basis of 
geophysics. Two exploration companies have seriously 
considered the possibilities and both, quite properly, wanted 
to check out the Gulf data before proceeding. In the first 
case, Duncan Crone of Crone Geophysics Ltd., the 
manufacturer of the equipment employed, and a well-known 
practicing geophysicist, was called in to undertake an 
independent interpretation. As can be seen in Figure 33.J7, 
although his interpretation differs in detail from the 
preceding Excalibur model the main features of the two 
models are encouragingly similar. Still, in the end, it was the 
second exploration group who consummated a deal. They did 
so after undertaking their own downhole EM logging to verify 
the Gulf data. Their results were so close a fit, and so 
indicative of massive sulphides according to their experience, 
that they acquired an option on the property.

This is where things stand now. Unlike many histories 
of exploration, this is not an account of how wise one can be 
after the event. It is instead a progress report; indeed, the 
eventual outcome of this geophysically defined bet at depth, 
yet belongs very much to the future.
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34. A EX 'l tHOLE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY OF
THE SOUTH BAY MINE, ONTARIO

Laurie E. Reed 1

Reed, L41., A Borehole Lie* - imagnetic Survey of the South Bay mine, Ontario; in Borehole 
Geophysics for Mining and Ge--' 'Chnical Applications, ed. P.G. Killeen, Geological Survey of Canada, 
Paper 85-27, p. 307-322, 1986.

Abstract
In 1979, Selco Mining ( " poration's South Bay mine in Ontario was nearing the end of its 

mineral reserve. The orebod . which had been discovered by airborne and ground electromagnetic 
methods, consisted of lenses o t - tassive sulphides (chalcopyrite, pyrite and sphalerite) which were for 
the most part electromagnet'!' -- Uy conductive. In an effort to find new ore lenses, electromagnetic 
surveys were conducted in drill!i iles collared underground in the mine. A Crone Pulse EM instrument 
was used for these surveys.

The main part of the irvey was undertaken using a 400 foot by 800 foot (122 x 244 m) 
transmitter loop which was lai-l 'iut on the surface over the hanging wall of the orebody. A few deep 
holes were later surveyed v.i'ii a higher power transmitter using a 1600 foot (488m) square 
transmitter loop.

Eighty-five holes, nil li i— * accessible in the mine, were surveyed. Many of these holes were 
horizontal in attitude, so a pro'-i dure was devised to manually push the borettole probe into the holes. 
The length of survey in these l '-des was limited by the mechanics of the system and the strength of 
the operators. It was found that holes could be effectively surveyed to depths of greater than 
2000 feet (610 m) from surface using the small transmitter. The larger transmitter was used to 
survey the deeper holes; one to a depth of 3550 feet (1083 m).

A number of offhole anomalies were seen in the initial survey. These were subsequently drilled 
using the EM response as a gui'"3. While no new mineable ore was found, the surveys did find new 
sub-ore sulphides missed by pre- ious drilling. As well, the surveys provided some confidence that no 
orebodies lay undetected near : l - -t developed parts of the mine.

The mine was closed in l'" l after a production life of 10 years.

Resume

En 1979, la mine South Bay, que la Selco Mining Corporation exploite en Ontario, 61 ait en voie 
d*6puiser sa reserve de mineral. Le corps mineralise^ decouvert au moyen de leves 
electromagnetiques aeYiens et tie surface, consist ait en des lentilles de sulfures massifs (chalcopyrite, 
pyrite et sphalerite) dont la plup-irt etaient bonnes conductrices electromagnetiques. Af in de trouver 
de nouvelles lentilles de minei n, on a effectug des Bondages electromagne'tiques a partir de trous de 
sondage souterrain commences a la mine. Une sonde eTectromagneiique Crone Pulse a 6t6 utilisee a 
cette fin.

L'etude a 616 ef fectuee, en majeure partie, a I'aide June boucle de transmission de 400 pi sur 
800 pi (122 m x 244 m) dispost'e a la surface, sur le tolt du corps mineralise'. Ensuite, quelques trous 
profonds ont 616 sondes a I'ai'te rfun gmetteur plus puissant utilisant une boucle de l 600 pi carre's 
(488 m carres).

Tous les trous accessible de la mine, soit 85, ont 616 sondes. Vu qu*un grand nombre de ces 
trous avaient une orientation horizontale, les executants ont concu une fagon de pousser 
manuellement la sonde de food dans les trous. Les Bondages effectues dans ces trous ont 616 aussi 
etendus que le permettaient les possibilites mecaniques du systeme et la force des executants. Les 
resultats ont indiqu6 que Ton peut effectuer des sondages efficaces a des profoneurs superieures a 
2 000 pi (610 m), a partir de la surface, au moyen (Tun petit gmetteur. L'gmetteur plus puissant a 
servi au sondage des trous plus profonds, dont IVin avait une profondeur de 3 550 pi (l 083 m).

Un certain nombre d'anu'nalies ont 616 reperees aux environs des trous au count des premiers 
travaux de sondage. Les 3 - nes en question ont 616 forces selon les resultats des sondages 
electromagnetiques. Bien qu'afxine autre quantity de mineral exploitable n'ait 6t6 decouverte, les 
sondages ont permis de d^couvrir de nouveaux depots de sulfures non exploitables de f aeon rentable 
qui avaient e'chappe' aux somliges pMSceclents. L'^tude a egalenient confirm^ qu*aucun corps 
min^ralis^ ne se trouve a proximity des parties exploiters de la mine.

La mine a 616 fermee en 1V81; elle avait produit du mineral pendant dix ans.

Selco Division, BP Resources t anada Limited 307
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Figure 34.1. Location of South Bay mine, east of Red Lake.
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Figure 34 J. Location of the Pulse Electromagnetic (PEM) transmitters on the South Bay mine grid.
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IntpoductMn
The South Bay Mine is located in volcanic rocks of the 

Canadian Shield in Northern Ontario (Fig. 34.1). Its discovery 
by geophysics and its geology have been described by various 
authors (Auston, 1969; Pollock et al., 1972; Rred and Auston, 
1973; Thurston et al., 1978; Wan and V/arburton, 1979). 
Briefly, the deposit consisted of a series of massive sulphide 
lenses, lying in hydrothermal!/ altered quartz-feldspar 
porphyry and dacite, along the contact bniween unaltered 
quartz-feldspar porphyry and overlying rhyolite. Lenses of 
massive fine pyrite with interstitial chalcopyrite and finely 
banded to coarse massive sphalerite occurred with a 
vertically elongate attitude. The ore lenses were up to 
200 feet (61 m) in length horizontally, 10 to 1 0 feet (3.21 m) 
wide and up to several hundred feet vertically. The rocks are 
overturned with the lenses dipping steeply to the east. With 
the exception of the massive sphalerite, the orebodies were 
highly electrically conductive, while the enclnsing rocks were 
highly electrically resistive.

The orebody was discovered in 1968 using the airborne 
Mark V Input Electromagnetic System. The South Bay mine 
was brought to production in 1971 and erased production 
in 1981 with 1.6 million tons of ore having a grade of 
2.3"Xi copper, lft.5% zinc and 3.5'Jfc oz. pni ton of silver 
produced.

During the later years of production, P- ploration in the 
immediate mine environment was intensified with the 
purpose of finding additional ore to extend iis life. Over the 
life of the mine many exploration holes Im'l been drilled. 
These fanned out from the working arra, testing the 
favourable geological contact laterally and vertically. It was 
recognized, however, that ore lenses of sufficient size to be 
mined could lie undiscovered away from, or between the 
exploration holes and that it would be useful to conduct an 
electromagnetic survey in the holes to test this possibility. A 
search out to 300 feet (92 m) from the drillholes using the 
electromagnetic system was thought to be adequate for this 
investigation.

All accessible holes in the mine were surveyed 
during 1979, using the Crone Pulse electromagnetic system 
(Crone, 1979b, 1980). The primary survey employed a low 
power system (480 W). Eighty-two holes, totalling 
45 000 feet (13 725 m) in length, were surveyed in two 
months. A second survey, employing a prototype high power 
transmitter (2.2 kW), investigated 3 deep holes totalling 
5170 feet (1577 m). Useful data were acquired 3550 feet 
(1083 m) from surface in the deepest of these holes.

Instrumentation and method

The Crone Pulse downhole electromagnetic system has 
been described elsewhere (Crane, 1979b). The system 
transmits a pulsed electromagnetic field from a loop laid out 
on surface. In this investigation the loop v/as 400 feet by 
800 feet (122 x 244 m) for the low powered survey, and 
1600 feet (488 m) square for the high powered survey 
(Fig. 34.2). The transmitted pulse for both systems has a 
peak current amplitude of 20 A, with voltages of 24 V for the 
low power system, and 110 V for the high powered system. 
The current waveform is rectangular, with a cycle of 10.8 ms 
on and 10.8 ms off. Voltages at the receiver were sampled in 
eight channels with mid points at 0.15, 0.30, 0.55, 0.90, 1.45, 
2.40, 4.00 and 6.40 ms after the current shut off.

Both transmitter loops were laid out on the surface 
over the hanging wall of the orebody in the best possible 
location, taking into account the positions of surface 
installations. It was felt that good coupling of the 
transmitted field to the ore lenses was achieved. Although 
low incidence angles between the field and the target bodies

must occur at the greatest depths surveyed, there did not 
appear to be any problems in recording secondary field 
responses in the cases where coupling was poorest. Good 
data were recorded from depths of 2000 feel (610 m) from 
surface, and adequate data were recorded from 3000 feet 
(915 m) using the low power system. The large loop provides 
better coupling to the deeper targets. This, and the higher 
power, assured good quality secondary field data to be read 
to 3550 feet (1083 m).

A timing wire carrying a signal to synchronize the 
receiver with the transmitter was run from the transmitter 
on the surface down the shaft (in the manway and an unused 
compartment) to the receiver, which was located at the 
collar of each hole being surveyed. Figure 34.3 shows a 
partial view of the three dimensional projection of the mine, 
with some of the working areas employed in this survey. 
Holes surveyed were located throughout the mine.

All holes surveyed were AX size. The hole diameter 
was 1.89 inches (4.8 cm), and as the probe diameter was 
1.14 inches (2.9 cm) adequate space was available inside the 
holes for the probe to move. As most of the holes to be 
surveyed had a horizontal attitude, a mechanism had to be 
devised to push the receiver probe into the holes. Push rods 
were devised using ten foot lengths of rigid PVC one inch 
diameter water pipe, slotted along their length and moulded 
at their ends into male and female snap fit locking couplings. 
The slot was made to allow the entry of the probe-to- 
receiver cable. The receiver probe was manually pushed into

-1950' —

Figure 34.3. Pictorial three dimensional view of the area of 
interest at South Bay mine. The convention for the direction 
of the PEM field is shown.
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the hole at the end of an assembly of these riv)--. Readings 
were taken at 30 foot (9.2 m) intervals, or IP--S, in holes 
where the probe had to be pushed. In holes wild inclinations 
greater than -30 degrees, the probe would slide i r-der its own 
weight. In these holes the reading interval war "ajally 10 m 
(dictated by a metric cable length counter).

A variety of problems arose with the i 
operation, which limited the length of the sin 
holes. The friction between the push rods and 'l 
especially later in the survey as the rods begp 
weaken, was a major limiting factor. Dr 
especially susceptible to high drag. Holes coni;"" 
water were easier to survey. Holes with runnin" 
difficult to work in, not only because the op- i 
the rods would often be under a steady stream ' 
also a head of water would build up against the . - 
push rods, which would prevent the probe ; 
farther after a certain distance. High friction li- 
surveyed to a distance of from 400 to 700 feel - 
while low friction holes could be surveyed l 
(305 m). The major length limitation was the sir' 
operator pushing and retrieving the rods; in -- 
plastic push rod assembly broke down under IU 
pushing in the longer holes.

A dummy probe (steel bar) was lowered '-' 
all holes to be surveyed, to insure a clear hole - 
expensive receiver probe. The receiver pro!-

•died probe 
R y in some
• hole walls, 
to how and 
holes were
•ng -standing
water were
lor pushing
water, but

•ibe and the 
urn moving 
les could be 
122-214 m), 
i 1000 feet 
ngth of the 
Idition, the 
pressure of

pushed into
•r the more 

was badly

stuck on one occasion; sticking was probably due to 
rock fragments falling off the hole wall. The probt is 
retrieved without damage with the assistance of a probe 
retrieving tool. One dummy probe was stuck and lost.

Data presentation
The results of the survey are presented in two ways. 

One way is shown in Figure 34.4, where a plot o f the holes 
surveyed on the -900 level is shown with a profile of some of 
the data from these holes. In this case, hole SB662 shows 
responses for channels l and 8 while channel l responses are 
plotted for holes SB541 and 5B677. Parts of some holes lying 
off the level are projected to the plane of the level in dashed 
form. On these plans will be seen the location ol ore lenses 
(fine stippled), and interpreted sources (coarse stippled), as 
well as other geology of interest. Parts of the underground 
workings are seen in the plans. These can be referred back to 
the mine projection of Figure 34.3.

The other way data are presented is shown in 
Figure 34.5, where the eight channels of readings from the 
drillhole are plotted with separate zero levels in stacked 
profile form. A log-linear scale for the amplitude of the 
readings is shown in the figure. Profiles of the data are 
plotted horizontally across the page with negative down, 
positive up. Inhole electromagnetic data are more 
conventionally plotted in a vertical direction with negative to

x

SB662

- 900 LEVEL

Figire 34.4. -900 level. The line of the drillholes, along with their electromagnetic data profiles 
are projected lo the plane of the level. Profile scale is in Figure 34.S. C H l and CHS are channels l 
and 8, R - rhyolite, QFPU) - quartz-feldspar porphyry. QFH2) - altered quartz-feldspar porphyry. 
Fine stippled units are massive sulphides. Coarse stippled units are bodies interpreted from the PEM 
data.
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the left. It is felt that the mode used here is more suitable 
f"~ hese data. The collar of the hole may be to the right or 
li in the figure depending on the orientation of the hole in 
the plan or section drawings.

Interpretation
The convention for the polarity of the field is defined 

as positive downward from the centre of tho transmitter loop 
for the primary field, as drawn in Figure 3A.*. The receiver 
probe was set upright inside the transmitter loop at the start 
of surveying to establish this calibration nn the receiver. 
(Note this direction is the opposite of Macnae, 1980, which 
presents primary field directions for a variety of transmitter 
loops). As the transmitter was set to couple to ore lenses 
from the hanging wall side, then the secondary fields would 
be read as positive for a hole collared on (lie hanging wall 
side and passing through the conductor and away from the 
transmitter.

The polarity and strength of the secnn lary fields have 
been used to indicate 'the direction of tln-ne fields. The 
directions are identified by arrows on a nunJier of the mine 
drawings including Figure 34.13. These finM directions are 
qualitative, as only the component of the field strength axial 
to the hole is being measured. These field ilii actions assist in 
locating the position and attitude of offhole Nidies.
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Figure 31.5. Hole SB677. P EM response profiles. Numbers l 
to 8 beside the profiles identify responses in each channel. 
The smaller numbers l to 8 identify the zero base level for 
each channel. For field data, the amplitude scale in the 
upper right hand corner is in arbitrary numbers derived from 
the induced voltage at the receiver. The distance along the 
hole is expressed in feet with the collar at zero.

Readings were recorded at constant gain without 
normalizing to the primary field at the receiver. A log- 
linear channel amplitude scale is seen on each of the profile 
drawings. While these amplitudes are consistent within 
themselves in each hole and can reasonably be compared with 
nearby holes, amplitude comparisons of responses from 
sources widely separated in depth cannot be made as the 
primary inducing field will be different. This was not seen to 
be a difficulty as the most important consideration was to 
define the geometries of the source bodies derived from the 
shapes and dimensions of the secondary fiel'l profiles. The 
interpretation of the survey data from the South Bay mine 
was based mainly on matching these data with curves 
appearing in the thesis by Woods (1975). Interpretation 
nomograms from the thesis which indicate the size and 
distance of a body were also used. Three examples from the 
thesis are shown in this paper although many more 
comparisons were made in the overall interpretation of the 
survey. Subsequent to this study, several other papers on 
interpreting downhole electromagnetic data have been 
published (Woods and Crone, 1980; Woo-Is et ah, 1980; 
Dyck, 1981).

Only a few cases can be presented out of this very large 
survey. Few of the responses were simple, although in many 
approximate analogues of the Woods curves could be found. 
Some responses were made complex by multiple sources, 
while others appear complex from time-varying

-5OO 
HOOD

SHEET ISOO'xKXX)'

Figure 34.8. PBM model response profiles (after 
Woods. 197S. p. 205), in a hole passing a body at its top edge. 
For model data, the amplitude scale in the upper right hand 
corner gives the induced voltage in microvolts at the 
receiver.
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characteristics of the conductors involved. A great 
advantage was the availability of many holes, so Ilia t quite a 
few of the offhole sources were seen from two or more 
locations. Some offhole sources were known in detail, as 
with the mapped orebodies. Other responses i"- itified new 
extensions to known bodies, white still oth--i responses 
identified completely new sulphide bodies, which were later 
confirmed by drilling.

The following examples illustrate some ul the more 
important types of response as well as contribution made by 
the survey in finding new sulphide lenses.

Detail interpretation

-900 Level - Relatively uncomplicated cases

Figure 34.4 shows the responses along thrr-- 
passing through the -900 foot (275 m) level. Vi' 
hole SB677 was drilled north at the end of the -': 
to investigate the rhyolite-quartz porphyry conic 
of the orebodies. The channel one and Inl' 
responses (Fig. 34.5) show a double-peaked nega' i 
between 200 and 300 feet (61-92 m) along t In 
distinctive asymmetry is evident, as a posit' 
appears further along in the hole past 300 feet 
offhole sources are indicated. Comparison of tb 
profile from Woods (1975) indicates that the bodi - 
top edge nearest the hole as shown in Figui" 
general shape of the field curve compares favo'-i 
model curve for a 45" incidence angle. This con j' 
the known angle between the hole and the geolo i i 
at this location.
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Figure 34.7. Hole SB541. PBM response profiles.

The sharp definition of the profile at 280 feet (85 m) in 
the SB677 hole is suggestive of a nearby or edge respr***. 
This is confirmed by the presence of one foot (0.3 n f 
massive sulphides (pyrite with minor sphalerite) ond a few 
feet of stringer sulphides in the hole at this point. The 
broader response at 250 feet (76 m) is indicative o' a source 
slightly further away from the hole. The body at 280 feet 
(85 m) seems smaller than that at 250 feet (76 m) as the 
decay in the response is more rapid.

The location of the interpreted source bodies in 
Figure 34.4 is determined by the top edge aspect from the 
curves and by the necessity that any real bodies conform to 
the geology. In an arbitrary case where the geology is not 
known, the source bodies could lie anywhere in a 360" circle 
around the hole. Further, the bodies cannot lie along the 
contact to the left of the hole as such sources would generate 
bottom edge responses in which the asymmetry would be 
reversed to the observed profile.

Additional assistance in locating these bodies is 
provided by the response in hole SB541 between 400 and 
500 feet (122-153 m)) (Fig. 34.7) which passes dov/n through 
the level some 70 feet (21 m) west of the interpreted bodies. 
This response which merges the responses f r on. the two 
sources, is not as sharply defined as in S8677, indicating that 
the source is farther away. Again, the asymmetry points to a 
top edge source. The decay of the responses in SB677 
and SB541 is simple and uniform, as would be expected from 
offhole sources of regular geometry and uniform 
conductivity.
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Hole 58846 (Fig. 34.4), drilled to test the interpreted 
sources near SB677, confirmed the presenr of the 
conductors. Two intersections of massive i /rite with 
sphalerite (1.5 feet (0.5 m) and 1.2 feet (0.4 m). " feet (6 m) 
apart in the hole) were located at the largn itorpreled 
source. Five feet (1.5 m) of massive pyrite wi sphalerite 
were intersected at the location of the smallr interpreted 
source. More extensive stringer mineral ition was 
identified in association with the masssive un-: . Further 
drilling would have been necessary to fully : ipport the 
interpretation. This could not be justified, ho\ : ,-er, as the 
economic grade of the sulphides was low, and II. potential 
for a much larger body was not indicated by the ! ' l response. 
Hole SB846 was not surveyed with the EM systen-.

In Figures 34.4 and 34.7, an offhole n-r- -onse near 
200 feet (61 m) in SB541 is interpreted to be fi n a small 
body lying near the hole but well above the -90f - -ot (275 m) 
level.

The response in hole SB662 (Fig. 34.4 n id 34.8) is 
reasonably typical of a response which occurs v!i -n the hole 
has penetrated a conductor but has passed near - i edge. The 
positive response in the early channels indie-' --; that the 
body has been intersected while later chan:v - negative 
responses show that much of the body lies I'd the hole. 
These negatives arise as the later time second ry current 
loops lie outside the hole. A profile from Wood- 1975) used 
in a later comparison (see Fig. 34.24), illi ales this. 
Figure 34.4 shows that the hole intersected suit h les, which 
form part of the main ore lens seen just lo the esl on the 
drawing.

-700 Level - Source body parallel to hole

Figure 34.9 shows the results from three holes v "~""*i 
are collared on the -750 foot (229 m) level. These e 
drilled up through the -700 foot (214 m) level and into the
-650 foot (198 m) level.

Hole SB528 (Fig. 34.10) is very interesting. Between 
250 feet (76 m) and 500 feet (153 m), there is a striking 
response from an offhole source lying very near the hole. 
Tlie response profile is symmetrical on either side of the 
crossover which is indicated by the arrows at 370 feet. Note 
that the response is positive toward the collar and negative 
away from it. In Figure 34.9, the direction of the secondary 
field has been indicated by the arrows along hole SB528. The 
source body must lie to the north of the hole as the primary 
field direction is from south to north and the induced 
secondary field would lie in the same direction through the 
source body. The nearly symmetrical response and the 
indicated shape of the secondary field suggest that the hole 
passes parallel to the plane of the source body, and the ends 
of the body are identified by the peaks of the negative and 
positive responses. The position of the crossover which 
locates the point where the secondary field is normal to the 
hole (zero coupling to the receiver coil) represents the 
electrical centre of this body. It is very unusual to find a 
case where a conductive body happens to lie parallel to the 
drillhole as most holes are designed to cross the geological 
strike.
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The response in hole 58531 (Fig. 34.11) is somewhat 
complex, but a weak crossover at about 315 feet having the 
same polarity change as the strong response of SB528, 
indicates that the offhole source has been detected by both 
holes, and that both holes lie south of Hit source. In 
hole SB533 (Fig. 34.12), there is a broad crossover at about 
340 feet. The polarity of the response is revet sed to that 
in 5B531 and SB528, which implies that this hole (SB333) lies 
on the opposite side of the source bodv from 5B531 
and SB528. The arrows in Figure 34.9 show ilio secondary 
field directions which these readings suggest, 'he reduced 
amplitude in SB533 indicates that the source b.idy is some 
distance away.

The interpreted body lies along the rhyolite-quartz 
porphyry contact, and may be an upward extension of the 
body observed in SB677 on the -900 level. Hole SB844 
(Fig. 34.9) was subsequently drilled up from the -900 level to 
test the -700 level response. Stringers and rviriow massive 
veins of sulphides (mainly pyrite with minor sphalerite) were 
intersected as the hole crossed the contact and 
through the location of the Interpreted source.

Responses from other offhole small bodies may be seen 
in these profiles. One (Fiq. 34.9 at about 160 feet (49 m) 
shows opposing polarities in holes SB52B (Fig. 34.10) 
andSB531 (Fiq. 34.11). This places the body S-'ween these 
holes. This interpretation is supported by the v. ak negative 
response in hole SB533 at this location.

-1050 Level - Direction of secondary fields

Figure 34.13 shows results from four holes whic m 
out around an ore lens on the -1050 foot (320 m) level. At 
the time of this survey the ore had been mined down to the
-1050 level but massive ore was in place from this level down 
to -1120 feet (342 m). The outline of the ore on the
-1100 foot (336 m) level (Fig. 34.13) shows that the lens 
becomes larger with depth. The response in these holes 
comes from this ore lens. The shape of the secondary field 
around the lens, indicated by the arrows and dashed line, is 
implied by the responses, which are positive in SB692 to the 
north, and negative in the holes to the south and east.

The responses shown in Figure 34.13, as well a others 
presented here, show that although the receiver measures a 
single axial component, a qualitative three dimensional view 
of the shape and direction of the secondary fields can be 
assembled by comparing diagrams on adjacent levels. This 
way of looking at the data can be of considerable value when 
unravelling sets of complex responses.

-1500 Level - Complex responses

At the -1500 foot (458m) level (Fig. 34.14) the ore 
lenses are pinching out. The rocks of the ore horizon grade 
into argillite containing sulphide stringers (mostly pyrite with 
some pyrrhotite). This argillite plus sulphide unit generates 
complex responses. Two of these responses are seen in
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ho*— S0722 (Fig. 34.15) and SB726 (Fig. 34.16). 
SI 2 passes through the argillite and a sulphide body at the 
westerly contact between the argillite and dacite. The early 
channel responses in SB722 show a moderate negative 
anomaly near 250 feet (76 m) within a broad, nearly flat, 
positive background response. In later channels, the negative 
is replaced by a broad positive peak. This positive response, 
showing a inhole source, identifies the argillite with its 
concentration of sulphides at the west contact as a large 
conductor. An offhole source is indicated by the negative 
early channel responses. It appears to be caused by a smaller 
body, possibly more massive sulphides, near the hole. The 
shape of the negative suggests a top edge intersection, which 
is interpreted in Figure 34.14 as an extension of the sulphides 
south along the contact.

The responses in hole SB726 (Fig. 34.16) are of a 
somewhat different character, but derive from similar 
sources. The early channel, narrow negative is suggested in 
Figure 34.14 to arise from a nearby offhole body, likely 
sulphides, along the argillite-dacite contact. A broad 
negative with a crossover to a positive shoulder toward the 
collar develops in later channels. This is interpreted to 
originate from a large sheet conductor where the hole passes 
with a low incidence angle near the bottom edge. The 
argillite unit as the source, satisfies this interpretation quite 
well.

Figure 34.14 shows some of the other Itoles on the level 
not reported here. The fan distribution of the holes is typical 
of the access throughout the mine. Holes, such as those 
shown extending into the rhyolite, identified few offhole 
sources once these passed the dacite or quartz porphyry 
contact.

-1650 LEVEL

-1650 Level - Response Migrating in Time

The responses in holes SB724 andSB72B on the
-1650 foot (503 m) level (Fig. 34.17) are direct analogues of 
the responses seen above in holes SB722 and SB726 on the
-1500 level (Fig. 34.14). The argillite with sulphides is the 
main source of electromagnetic response. Hole SB724 
behaves much like the two holes reported on the -1500 level, 
with an early channel offhole type response from a small 
source, at the argillite-dacite contact.

The response in hole SB728 (Fig. 34.17, 34.18) provides 
a new kind of complexity. This hole lies essentially parallel 
to the large argillite body. The response is bipolar with the 
position of the positive and negative responses indicating a 
major secondary field around a source lying northwesterly 
from the hole. A somewhat similar pattern was developed in 
hole SB726 above, but a closer analogue was the parallel to 
the body response in hole SB528 on the -700 level 
(Fig. 34.10).

In 5B728, however, the position of the crossover 
migrates in time from the first channel at about 400 feet 
(122 m) to channel 6 where it stabilizes at about 110 feet 
(34 m). Apparently, there is a migration in time of the 
centre of the secondary induced currents in the argillite, 
which are reflected in the migration of the position of the 
secondary fields. This is not seen to be a "smoke ring" effect 
(Nabighian, 1979), in part because the apparent movement of 
the secondary currents is not downward and outward, away 
from the transmitter. Instead, the centre of the secondary
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currents moves in plan, maintaining an approximately 
constant distance from the transmitter. This behaviour 
wqpM appear to be caused by non-uniform conductivity in the 
ar ;e. The collapse in time of the secondary field 
asymmetrically toward the north suggests tttat the argillite is 
more conductive in that direction. Crone (J979a), using a 
different detection procedure, has reported a similar 
migration of current centres in a body of varying 
conductivity.

-1200 Level - Estimation of size and distance lo source
On the -1200 foot (366 m) level (Fig. 34.J9), readings of 

channel l in a fan of three holes show responses from a main 
ore lens and from a small offhole source.

The somewhat irregular ore lens near lioleSB603 had 
ore in place from -1075 to -1115 feel (328-360 m), 
from-1200 to -1300 feet (366-399 m) and from-1350 to
-1500 feet (412-458 m) at the time of the survey. The exact 
electrical size of the orebody was uncertain as there may 
have been connections between the lenses in place through 
sulphides in stringers in the walls of the mined out areas. It 
is thought, however, that the main contribution to the 
responses on this level was from the 100 feet (30 m) of ore 
lying below this level.

The profile along SB603 provides a reasonable example 
to illustrate some parameters developed by Woods (1975) and 
used extensively in the interpretation and the development of 
drill targets in this survey. Usually, later channels are used 
in this interpretation. Channel l was used lieie, however, as 
there is little change in the shape of the anomaly from early 
to late channels. Figure 34.20 introduces tin-e parameters.

Zero width (Wg) is the anomaly width from crossover to 
crossover. This figure can be corrected for incidence angle; 
however, the example here assumes the body lies normal to 
the hole. The distance to source (do) is the shortest distance 
between the hole and the near edge of the body. The half 
width (Wj/2) is half the smallest dimension of a rectangular 
body.

As seen on the diagram in Figure 34.20 the zero width 
of the SB603 anomaly is 225 feet (69 m). This number 
provides a limit for the half width and the distance to source. 
The upper limit, which the diagram provides (about 70 feet 
(21 m)), is possible, but not real, as the approximate d,, from 
Figure 34.19 is about 50 feet (15 m). The intersection of Wo 
and do gives an estimate of Wy2 at about 170 feet (52 m). 
This would indicate a source body of rectangular aspect of 
about 340 feet (104 m) across. This is somewhat large as the 
strike of the orebody was about 240 feet (73 m). The possible 
larger dimension through the walls of the mined out areas 
may contribute to this overestimate. Also Wo may be too 
large, as contribution from another offhole source is 
apparent. As well, the ore lens is not a simple thin sheet. 
However, a useful approximation to the size of the body has 
been achieved.

A limitation in the use of the diagram is the fairly large 
half width of 100 feet (30 m) as the smallest size available. 
Many significant responses in this survey were from bodies 
which were smaller than this. The diagram was extrapolated 
for the smaller events (not shown), but the results remain 
questionable. A modified version of the diagram in 
Figure 34.20 was presented by Woods et al. (1980). It was not 
available for this study.
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-1200 Level - Three views of two bodies

The profiles on holes SB608 and SUM O on the
-1200 foot (366 m) level (Fig. 34.19) show the rrsponse from 
the main ore lens to change character and diminish in 
amplitude as the geometry changes. An inter* i 1 ;ng event is 
an offhole source barely suggested in SB603 'l appearing 
with increased amplitude in the other two hiiii . A source 
body has been interpreted in Figure 34.19, t i lie between 
holes SB608 and SB610, approximately at right ogles to the 
drillholes. The larger amplitude, and sharpei definition of 
the response at about 270 feet (82 m) in SB 6 O, indicates 
that the body is closer to that hole. The arm*- ;, indicating 
secondary field directions around the ends of i:" interpreted 
body, identify the source of the negative re~v -nses in the 
adjacent holes. The fied arrows also describe the field 
around the easterly end of the ore lens.

-1950 Level and below - Downholes from the d -y. -est level

The deepest level in the mine was 111- -1950 foot 
(595 m) level. Holes drilled down from an expl (ration drift 
on this level provided access to levels as deep i -3350 feet 
(1022 m). Transmitter number l was almost dii i - t ly over top 
of the -1950 drift (Fig. 34.2, 34.21), and over lin target area 
being investigated (Fig. 34.22), but the easier) dip of the 
mineralized contact allowed some coupling Q! 'he primary 
field to bodies in this area, and valid data v. e obtained. 
Holes 5B808, SB809 and SB812 were read with t insmitler l, 
and hole SB843 was read with the large transmitter 
number 2 (Fig. 34.2, 34.21,34.22). Transmits. 2 provided 
better coupling to the mineralized contact.

O IOO'
SB843

Holes projected to the -1950 level plan (Fig. 34.21) are 
projected to a vertical plane in Figure 34.22. Channel 2 
profiles of SB808, SBB09 and SB843, indicate by their **oad 
positive response that the holes have passed through a ge 
conductive sheet. Sulphides, in the form of lOSb to 2O* 
pyrite-pyrrhotite, were identified within dacite tuffs in these 
holes. The sulphides in each hole occur at the point where 
there is a notch or ripple in the early channel responses. 
Hole SB812 also passes through the sulphides indicated by the 
sharp bipolar response. The broad negative response, 
however, indicates that the hole passes through or just off 
the edge of the main electrical body. The direction of the 
secondary field is described by the arrows as it moves around 
the apparently large conductive sheet.

The later channel response in SB843 (Fig. 34.23) is 
interesting in that a negative, or offhole source appears. 
Comparison with the profiles in Woods (1975), as shown in 
Figure 34.24, suggests that the hole has passed a few tens of 
feet inside the bottom edge of the sheet. The broad negative 
developing in later channels, however, suggests an added 
complexity of a small conductive body lying somewhere 
offhole at about 1330 feet (406 m). This was considered to be 
too small to be of economic interest at that depth.

A more important response is that which develops 
toward the bottom of hole SB843 in the later channels, where 
responses rise instead of fall as would be expected from the 
simple sheet model of a body at 12BO feet (390 m; in the hole. 
A second conductor was projected to lie off the end of SBB43. 
This interpretation, plus the known existence of a deeper 
quartz porphyry unit detected from other drillholes off the 
section in Figure 34.22, led to further drilling from the

-no

Figure 34.22. Projection to a vertical plane identified in 
Figure 34.21. Arrows indicate the inferred directions of the 
secondary fields. S - sulphides.
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Figure 34.23. Hole SB843. PBM response profiles.
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Figure 3434. P EM model response profiles in a hole 
entering a body at its top edge. SO feet (IS m) inside the 
body (after Woods. 197S. p. 258).

-1950 level. Hole SB843 was extended and a hole was drilled 
below and along strike from SB843. This drilling confirmed 
the existence of another sulphide sheet off the end of SB843. 
Unfortunately, the discovered sulphides were similar to the 
low grade pyrite-pyrrhotite seen higher up in these holes.

Conclusions
The life of a mine is determined by the ore it has in 

reserve. As with all mines, when the ore reserve at the South 
Bay mine dropped to zero, the mine was closed. The borehole 
electromagnetic survey carried out at South Bay near the end 
of it's life detected a number of previously unknown sulphide 
lenses. It did not, however, find any new ore. The survey did 
contribute to the last phases of exploration in the mine by 
giving confidence that no undiscovered orebodies lay nearby 
or just beyond some earlier exploration drillhole.
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Abstract

Surface surveys have t lie advantage over borehole EM surveys in that access to a grid is 
feasible, and any component of the EM field can be measured. However, borehole surveys generally 
approach closer to (or intersect') conductors of interest than do the surface surveys, which leads to 
the possibility of detailed local interpretation of the response measured in a borehole.

By careful estimation of the migration of characteristic points, it is often possible to identify 
regions of increased conductivity within a larger conductor. The observed data are first used to 
estimate the pattern of seconilaiy current migration with delay time. If either the local thickening 
or increased conductivity is prcr. *nt, then the secondary current tends to migrate faster towards this 
location than if the conductor V/TC uniform, and subsequently concentrates within the region for an 
extended range of time. If the borehole intersects the conductor, then the interpretation of 
tangential sheet current discontinuities may also be used as an indicator of local geometry.

Resume

Les Bondages de surface son t pre'fe'res aux Bondages e'lectromagne'tiques de fond, en ce sens que 
les premiers permettent d*utiliser un quadrillage et de mesurer tout composant du champ 
eJectromagne'tique. Par contre, les Bondages de fond permettent, en general, d'examiner de plus pres 
(ou de traverser) les conducteurs qui presentent de I'inte're't, ce qui permet une interpretation locale 
precise des mesures obtenues a partir d"un trou de sonde.

Une estimation soignee de la migration des points caracteristiques permet souvent de reperer, 
dans un plus grand corps conducteur, les zones de conductivity plus elevees. On utilise rfabord les 
donnees observees pour estimer la configuration de la migration du courant secondaire en f one t ion du 
temps de retard. Lorsqu'une zone plus dense ou meilleure conductrice est preaente, le courant 
secondaire a tendance a se dgplacer plus rapidement vers cet endroit que lorsque le conducteur est 
uniforms; une concentration de courant se produit ensuite dans cette zone durant une p6riode 
prolonged. Lorsque le sondage traverse un milieu conducteur, {'interpretation des discontinuites de 
courant selon un plan tangent a la forme tabulaire de la masse peut e'galement aider a en comattre 
la configuration locale.

Introduction

Electromagnetic (EM) exploration for massive sulphides 
in a borehole environment is a fairly recent development that 
has proven to be extremely successful. Reasons for 
conducting a borehole survey might include: 1) confirmation 
that any mineralization intersected in a borehole is the 
source of the surface anomaly, or detection and location of a 
main conductor if the drillhole has missed the target;
2) direct detection of conductors at depths too great to 
produce significant responses at the surface; and
3) interpretation of detailed conductivity structure as local 
thickening within a mineralized zone.

The most comprehensive interpretation r.tudies to date 
have been the MSc. thesis of Woods (1975) and the PhD. 
thesis of Dyck (1980). This paper will concentrate on 
extending the developed interpretation methods to the third 
application above.

Comparison of ground and borehole EM interpretation
Figure 35.1 shows a schematic diagram of a conductor 

within the earth. EM measurements in boreholes are usually 
confined to the axial component along the hole. The process 
of interpretation for surface or borehole EM measurements 
should be identical since physical principals in operation are 
identical (with the added complication that boreholes may 
intersect the conductive source of an anomaly). In practice, 
a significant theoretical advantage of surface measurements 
is easy access to an adjustable grid of measurement points 
where a fixed, usually vertical, component may be measured. 
As with other potential field data, interpretation may be 
simply restricted to principal profiles crossing the anomalous 
zone. The advantage of a borehole survey lies simply in that 
it may afford a closer approach to an anomalous zone of 
conductivity than is possible from a surface survey.
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Figure 35.1. Current practice for time domain l.M logging is 
to lay out one or more surface transmitter loip- and log the 
anal component of the resulting magnetic field in boreholes 
which may or may not intersect conductor* of ini"real.

Interpretation tools developed for surface measurement 
may in many cases be used in the borehole environmr """"as 
shown in Figure 75.2. For example, the seco. jry 
EM response of the horizontal surface component in profile A 
due to conductor A alone is virtually identical to the 
secondary axial component response in borehole B from 
body B alone. Both conductors are of equal strike length, at 
identical relative dip and distance from the profile, and are 
maximum coupled lo an approximately equal amplitude of 
primary field. Of course the primary fields measured in the 
drillhole and the surface will be quite different.

Interpretation of borehole data has been well discussed 
by Dyck (1980), and is based on the same features as surface 
EM interpretation namely 1) shape, 2) amplitude, and 
3) migration. If a borehole intersects a conductor, then 
tangential discontinuities (Fig. 35.3) may be a fourth 
diagnostic parameter. Some of these features are indicated 
in Fig. 35.4 using the sign conventions of the U1EM system 
(West e t al., in press).

Tx

DIRECTION t
OF PRIMARY

AMPLITUDE

Figure 35.2. Plot of direction (arrows) and amplitude (contoured) of the primary magnetic field from 
a square Tx loop on a vertical centr.il profile (from Macnae. 1980). Conductors A and B are both very 
well coupled to an approximately e-\ual average amplitude of primary field. Shown also are a surface 
profile A and a vertical borehole profile B.
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Figure 35.3

Above and below a sheet of current 
there is a discontinuous magnetic 
field perpendicular to it as shown. 
T7ie axial component of the 
magnetic field in a borehole normal 
to the sheet of current will exhibit a 
continuous response, whereas the 
axial component in any dipping 
borehole will show a discontinuity 
across the sheet whose amplitude is 
controlled by a simple sine rule.
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*.4. In time domain EM systems wiUi step or pulse 
excitation the induced currents at early delay times are 
concentrated at the edges of a conductor, and . pread inwards 
with time at the same time as their amplitude decreases 
THe effects of this current migration on measured axial 
component borehole data are schematically slio-.-n here

ShaPe may be used as an indicator of (lip, size and 
location of the eddy current system within a conductor. For 
example, a thin conductor perpendicular to the drillhole will 
give rise to a symmetrical anomaly. Shape information is 
often extracted at characteristic points in a manner similar 
to potential field data (gravity, magnetics) and interpretation 
is based on features such as half-widths, peak-to-trough 
ratios, or maximum-slope to peak-amplitude ratios.

Amplitude information is easily interpreted with UTEM 
or frequency domain data on the basis of a single profile 
(Macnae, 1983). In conjunction with shape information it can 
help define geometrical size parameters much better than 
shape alone. For all systems, the response amplitude as a 
function of transmitter location is very useful in estimating 
the relative coupling of body to transmitter and hence 
conductor location.

Migration keeps track of the movement of 
characteristic points such as peak location, location of slope 
maxima or half-widths as a function of delay time or 
frequency. This can be translated into keeping track of the 
migration of the induced eddy current system with time or 
frequency. With usual time-domain waveforms this is 
basically the collapse of the induced currents. The pattern of 
migration may be a clear indicator of dip and, as will be seen 
later, can be used as an indicator of inhomogeneity.

Figure 35.5 shows schematically how current migration 
m a conductor C may be related to a characteristic point 
migration in a drillhole. If the current in C moves inwards by 
an amount shown by the arrows, the amount of migration of a 
characteristic point in the drillhole will depend on the 
orientation of the drillhole, but is commonly closely 
comparable to the distance of current migration in the 
conductor. The radiating lines shown are the loci of the 
points where the component of the secondary magnetic field 
vanishes in the plane of the induced currents.

Tangential discontinuities can occur across a thin 
conductor only m the components of the magnetic field 
parallel to the interface as shown in Figure 35.3. Their 
amplitude depends on the relative dip of the conductor to the 
drillhole, and also on the amplitude of local current flow. 
Based on the sign of the response it is possible to say in many 
cases whether most of the induced current flow lies inside or 
outside the drillhole at any delay time, and if tangential 
discontinuities are present whether current flow is local or 
distant.
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Geological complexity
Figure 35.6 shows four different simj-l- 

targets whose outline is fairly similar, each oi 
give similar thickness of intersection in 
UN represents a fairly uniform plate-likn l) -' 
geologically common case of a thick conducliv- 
broader halo conductor. ET is a zone witli ec'-j' 
geologically this could be a case of a larger coir l 
CO which has been cut by a fault. LT represent 
a local "pod" or "lens" thickening within a widrt 
cases ET and L T were considered to be the mi ; 
interpret from borehole data where the hole d

geological
which may 

' borehole.
, CO is a 
ore within a
thickening; 

• •tor such as
the case of 

/one. Since
difficult to 
"S not pass

\

Figure 35.5. Schematically, if a current sysl : i C migrates 
inwards, the characteristic points in its resu'. tg magnetic 
field will also migrate by about the same amount. The lines 
moving away from the current system C are the loci of zeros 
in the magnetic field in tfie plane of C.

CONDUCTOR PLATE

Figure 35.0. Four geological models and corref.iondtng thin 
plate conductors, from top to bottom Uniform, Edge 
Thickened. Locally Thickened and Conductive Core.

through the thickened part of the zone, it was decided to 
perform a scale model study to see what characteristics-"-vir 
response would have.

A plate model was set up with geometry as shown in 
Figure 35.7, with the plate dipping at 45". The local, or edge 
thickening was modelled by folding the metal model to form 
a triple width of the geometry as shown in Figure J5.6. This 
corresponds to a 3:1 zone thickening or, using the principal of 
equivalence, to a 3:1 conductivity increase with no 
thickening.

Scale model data
Rather than collect data along a number of different 

borehole profiles, it was decided to measure the response of 
all three components in a plane parallel to the plate, at the 
distance of closest possible approach. Using t lie standard 
upward continuation (Grant and West, 1965) it is possible then 
to predict the secondary magnetic field at any location in 
space above the plane of the plate. The standard boundary 
conditions imply that the field in the plane below the plate 
has even symmetry in its normal component, and odd

Lil

U

l 2 34567

U

LINE

-8
9
10

11

-12
13-14

Figure 35.7. Scale model geometry. Prof iles were measured 
over half the u-v plane on 14 survey lines.
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syn-—^try in the components parallel to li H* plane of the 
pla Thus, from a complete set of ineasui'-ments in one 
plane we can predict the fields at any point in space, and 
hence if any particular borehole location is specified, we can 
generate the axial components that would bf; measured from 
the scale model. This procedure is in principal equivalent to 
the way program PLATE (Dyck et al.t 1981.' --alculates the 
secondary fields at any point from the known '•••lencurrents.

Figures 35.8 to 35.13 contain the scale nndel results in 
the (u, v, w) components on 14 profiles who~v locations are 
shown in Figure 35.7. The data were collect f l is close to the 
plate as physically possible: a perpendicular distance of 
w^.005L where L is the strike length of i he conductive 
sheet.

Clear in the data is that the expected i "sporae of the 
parallel (u, v) components is confined to ilw area directly 
above the plate as these components ar-- basically null 
coupled at the ends of the profiles away from 'he plate. All 
data were collected using the UTEM wavef-n'.i (West et al., 
1984) and show the response from early (larg^-' amplitude) to 
late (smallest amplitude) delay times. The i":-i'onse in the u, 
v components corresponds closely to the amplitude of the 
tangential magnetic field at each location, - n-\ will be half 
the total discontinuity from one side of the i ••••ductor to the 
other. The normal (w) component is continn -is across the 
conductor; at zero delay time the induced en; wit is such as 
to reduce the total normal component of th-' magnetic field 
at the conductor to zero. The w-component .••••omaly (in the 
plane of the conductor) persists to distance.-. - *vay from the 
conductor in contrast to the parallel components. Of course, 
the u, v components do have more extensive -M " 'inaliea on any 
parallel plane not passing through the plane of Hie plate.

Careful examination of the profiles slmws that the 
measured responses over the three types of conductor 
(UN, ET, LT) are different in detail. We will u~e the data to 
compute the current pattern in the plates as a function of 
time before describing the profile differences.

Migration of eddy currents

The parallel components (u, v) of the scale model data 
represented in Figures 35.8 to 35.13 were downward 
continued to the plane of the plate. In the plann of the plate, 
the only contribution to the parallel magnetic components 
comes from the local currents perpendicular to each 
magnetic component, i.e. the Hu anomaly is due to the planar 
current density lv at the measurement point. From the 
surface magnetic field data, vectors in the plane of the plate 
were plotted that show point evaluations of (he amplitude 
and direction of the local "sheet" current (Fig. *5.14) at early 
and late times. The late time currents are much smaller than 
the early time currents, but have been scaled up to show the 
current distribution pattern clearly.

For all three models, the current is concentrated at the 
conductor edge at early times, and little difference is evident 
between the models. At late delay times, the current in the 
non-uniform models is concentrated in the conductive strips 
relative to the currents in the uniform model. It is this 
characteristic which gives us the basis lo differentiate 
between these models using field data. We note, of course, 
that migration of currents does occur even in the case of a 
uniform conductor, so it will be the difference in migration 
patterns with time that will be characteristic.

Figure 35.15 shows the location of the zero crossing in 
the w component (presented in Fig. 35.8 to 35.13) at three 
different delay times; early, mid, and late. The uniform case 
shows migration of characteristic zero crossing point of 
about 131b of the long side of the conductor in that 
direction (v). The edge thickening case shows distance 
migration of only 3Sfe in the v direction. The conductor with 
local thickening (L T) shows distance migration of over 25"* in 
the v direction. In the u direction, all three models show 
migration of about 20tb of the width of the plate. Note that 
in all three cases there is little difference between early and 
middle times, but significant difference at late limes.

Thus in the field, the method for interpreting local 
inhomogeneity will have to rely on the differences from early 
to late time. Interpretation of borehole data then for the 
presence and location of conductor improvement (thickening) 
would involve:

1) Estimation of location/size of target by conventional 
interpretation.

Z) Measurement of the amount of migration of 
characteristic points on the profile as a function of 
time.

3) Estimation of the amount of migration of the induced 
currents as a function of delay time using simple 
geometry.

4) Comparison of this migration distance to Hie size of the 
conductor and looking for unusually fast or slow 
migration to locate local thickening.
As an example we can use the schematic data in 

Figure 35.4. From hole C for the horizontal conductor the 
outward crossover migration by a distance d would 
correspond to an inward migration of current of about the 
same distance d (to reduce the influence of background 
effects we should use maximum slopes rather than crossovers 
on real data). The data from borehole B indicate current 
migration from the edge past the drillhole. A suitable 
characteristic might be the half-width of the anomaly as a 
measure of the migration.

For the 45" dipping conductor, we note that the 
positive peak in borehole B data is located almost in the 
plane of the conductor and thus shows little migration. 
However, in the case of borehole C both the negative peak 
and crossover locations show clear migration effects. In 
detail, the migration may be seen to be relatively uniform 
from early to late times, as expected for the uniform 
conductor used to generate the data for Figure 35.4.

Field example
Figure 35.16 shows an example from an actual 

geological problem. The sulphide horizon was known to have 
significant thickening in a fold from shallow drilling and 
geological mapping. The bulk of the zone was however 
downfaulted and thus interpreted to lie at depth. Based on 
geological reasoning holes DH-A and DH-B were drilled, 
hole OH-A cutting the sulphides as expected and DH-B 
subsequently not intersecting any mineralization. The fold 
thickening was thus inferred geologically to lie between the 
two holes. A potential problem here, however, is the 
presence of a fault detected in the drillholes as marked, 
which, if it were shallowly dipping, would displace the 
inferred mineralization in the nose of the fold.
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Figure 35.8. UTEM scale moi,:?i response over lines fl to 14 with a uniform plate conductor.
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Figure 35.9. (/TEM response on r on edge thickened conductor. Compared to the uniform conductor 
note the sharper crossovers in the w component, and extra late time amplitude in the v component 
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Figure 35.10. UTEM response over (he locally thickened conductor. Clear anomalies are present in 
the v and w components.
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Figure 3S.11. UTEM re.sp-wise over the uniform conductor across the narrow dimension.
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Figure 35.12. UTEM response across the edge thickened conductor.
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Figure 3S.13. UTEM response U -TOSS tile locally thickened conductor. Since the profiles are all 
parallel to the thickening, the anomaly is less obvious on these profiles than those in Figure 35.10.
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Borehole EM logging with the Crone PEM system using 
five different transmitter loop setups was done for both 
holes. The survey was conducted to determine whether the 
thickened zone of mineralization is present. To aid in the 
interpretation of the field data, a scale model study was run. 
The study would also determine if deepening the drillholes 
and then re-logging them with EM would detect any 
conductive mineralization in the inferred fold if the existing 
data were insufficient.

All available data were interpreted in order to 
constrain the conductor geometry and a scale model was 
constructed at the University of Toronto scale modelling 
facility. Figure 35.17 shows the selected profiles from the 
modelling using one transmitter loop with and without a 
projection on the plate model (Fig. 35.16).

Hole B was able to define the closest approach of the 
plate by both amplitude and shape data. It is clear from 
model data of DH-B that the width of the negative peak is 
increased by the presence of the vertical projection. 
However, field data show that the hole is obviously not deep 
enough to define the anomaly fully, thus deepening and 
re-logging the hole would aid in detecting any mineralization 
in the inferred fold.

\INFERFtED
f MINERAUZAHOM

M

MODEL

DH-A

PLATE

U
PROJECTION

h

DH-B

Figure 3S.15. Migration of zero crossings wild time over the 
three plate models. The plane of measure went is raised 
0.1W above the plate where W is the width of die plate.

F|gur* 35. U. Simplified geology and Corresponding thin 
plate model for drillhole data.
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Figure 3S.11
Field and model data using the 
Crone PEM system at early (E) and 
late (L) delay times. The absence of any 
late time tangential discontinuity in 
the DH data indicates that the plane 
only cannot fit the field data, and that 
either edge thickening or the modelled 
projection is present.
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On Uie other hand, field data from: ' I-A show 
characteristic differences between the two m" ' -Is at the 
depths actually logged. Using the edge lo- ;; ion fixed 
by DH-B, and matching the conduct!vity-lhicJ-1 :s of the 
plate at l IDS, if a uniform plate only were ,-. ?sent, the 
current would have migrated inwards to the r eye i of DH-A 
and produce a large tangential discontinuity as ?:.own. The 
discontinuity cannot be observed in the field data. Thus, it is 
likely that either the edge of the zone is thickeiwi and more 
conductive (case E T from earlier modelling) or t!.e vertical 
projection is present which allows for current miyi ition away 
from DH-A without too close an approach to I' I-B. The 
interpreted results of the modelling study awai" testing by 
the drill.

Conclusions

By interpreting migration of characteristic iioints and 
amplitude of tangential discontinuities in drillhul* EM data, 
it is possible to track the migration of induced eddy currents 
in a conductor. If local thickening or conductivity increase is 
present,the induced currents tend to migrate i- -e quickly 
towards areas of increased conductance than if li i*ody were 
uniform, and continue to concentrate within thes- . :gions.

Application of these principals to field data i not easy, 
as other geometrical complications may arise, l -l- -netheless, 
if we are able to take full advantage of the mult i' .;nmel EM 
data available from current instrumentation, iiii- ipretation 
techniques for the complexities of the response ai i required.
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- A sketch, showing the claims the work is assigned to, must accompany this form.

Record

Addresi

Mining

Oates
laf nrliwont 
Pertoi

(dHoktor(s)

i
c/o 26
division

flltM

C.

Furlong Street

Red
From:

Lake

Martin Meyer

, Kirkland Lake

March 24,

Township/Area
Mitchell

1992

, Ont., P2N

and Bowerman

** and

3P5

Twps.

CftantNo.
170033

Telephone No. 
(705) 568-8721

M or O Plan No. 
M-2186 and

December 10, 1992

M-2145

Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only)
WorkGroup

X Geotechnical Survey

Physical Work.
Including DiiUng

RehabHitatJon

Other Authorized 
Work

Assays

Asskjnment from
nesecve

Type

Downhole geophysics

RECEIVED

MAR 1 \ 1993

MINING LANDS BBAkiru

RECEIVED
- :., i --.MI I'.M.vi.via UIV.

MAR 0 2 HW

718,9,0,11,12,1,^3,4,515
— . — ̂  —————————————

t

S6,177.00Total Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs S ,—
Note: The Minister may reject for assessment work creoTt all or part of the assessment work submitted H the recorded 

holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name

Minnova Inc . now

Metall Mining Corp.

Report by: John T. Hard

(commissioned by recorded

Address

1300, boul. Saguenay, suite 200

C. P. 2187, Rouyn-Noranda , Quebec, J9X 5A6

9 Willamere Drive, Scarborough, Ont., MlM 1W5

lolder to write the assessment report)
^^••eY&^MaV — A4haW^4eW^A M — — —— — — ———*(attacn a •cneoute ir necessary)

Certification of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side
1 rt a im i "*- * at ~*~ "" — Ml m 1 .111 li

report wen recorded in the current
by the currant recorded holder.

Date 

Dec. 30,93

Recorded Holder or Agent (Signature)

C fodL ?ty**~

Ceitlflcatlon of Work Report
l certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Work report, having performed *ie w* —-a-w- - —r ^ rfn~

' i* true, 
name and Address ot f**rson~CertNylng

For Office Use Only

MAR O 2 1994

7,8,9,18,11,12,1,2,3,4,515

4
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Credit* you are claiming irfthis report may be cut bacfcVfn order to imnim&elhe adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
whjcb claims you wish to priorize the ttoietion of credits; Plpetto martf(^) one-pi the ioMowing: -; . - - -. , v v ' ~
1. n'Credte are to be cut back starting with the claim feted last, working backwards.
2. Q Credits are to be. cut back equalyovar al claims contained in this repott'of work.-- v ** - -. - - ; -
3. D Credits are to be cut back as'prionzed on the attached appendix.

tn the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one wM be implemented.

to the mining i

fel^AM 4a M ^MtfMfc *~~ — *~ — —— •M^^JUkaM^Mtfl lNote z: n wom na* ueen penonnMi i

wd a beWctaTii 
twMpariHiiwd.

l certify that MM recanted holder had a 
or iMMd land at ma Mm* Hw

Marat in Ilw patented Signature Date



Ministry of
Noi thorn Dovolopntont

Ontario ,~
tare du

Devetoppement du Nord 
at das nunes

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit
Irtat des coOts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Lol sur le* mines

Transaction NoJN* de transaction

. OCO /4

2-15345
Peraonal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information win be used lo maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining daim(s). Questions about this collection should 
bo defoctod to tho PTOWKM! MsnoQor, Mlmnys L&ntfs, Minislry of Northom 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contemn dans la prosome formula sont 
recueWs en vertu da la Lol aur toe mines et servironl a tenir a Jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute question aur la coioco de ces 
ronsaignomonts au chef provincul des terrains mniors. mmistoro du 
Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar. 4" etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Dkect Costs/Coots directs

Type

Wage*

Contractor's 
and Consuttanfs
Fees
Drottade 
rentrepreneur 
et de I'expert-

Fournlturee

•M^M^S^Iffvofim 
Location de
m**^A*t*lfllMfm

DescriononV WWW. .fn-HH .

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur te terrain

Typ* 
Geophysics

Downhole

Type

Type

Amount 
Monlant

5148

Total Direct Costs 
Total das couts directs

Totals 
Total global

5148

5148

2. Indirect Costs/CoOts Indlrects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

- allowable as assessment wmk. 
Pour le rembomsenient des travaux de rehabWlalion. les 
couts indirects ne sont pas admissMes en tant qua travaux 
d'evaHiation.

Type

Transportation

Food and

Description

Type
Travel Exenses

FCEIVED

MJR l 4 1993

Nourritureet

Field Expense! 1544

Amount 
Montant

1360

Sub Total of Indirect Coats 
Total partial des couts indirects

Amount AHowsaWo {not o^ootor ttMn 209fc of Direct Coott!

Total Value of Ass 
(Total ol One* end

Vatour

Totals 
Total global

2904

1029

6177

Note: The recorded holder wiB be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject tor assessment work 
aN or part of the asMMrfMKit work submHied.

:Letitutein
le present etat des couts dans (as J ^ 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas ete^^iMaMftf 
ou une partie des travaux d'ev1——- —'—^-'

Filing Discounts *

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at lOWb of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

Remises pour depflt

1. Les travaux deposes dans tes deux ans suivant

i) 2 1994

rembourses a 100 * de la vateur Mate sus nbo
tour 
eal

verfl 
JucrWKfevalualion.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
50* of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total At nt Claimed

x 0.50

2. Les travaux deposes trois. quatreou cinq ans apres tour achevement 
sont rembourses a 50 to de la vateur totate du credit devaluation 
susmentkxine. Voir les caJculs ci-dessous.

Vatour KHate du credH (revaluation
x 0.50

Evahiation totate demanoae

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred white conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that; Recorded Holder
(Recorded Holder. Agent. Portion in Company)

to make this certification

Attestation de I'etat des couts

J'atteste par la presents :
quo tes montants indiques sont to phis exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer tes travaux d'evaluation 
sur tes terrains indiques dans te formute de rapport de travail ct-joint.

l am authorized Et qu'a tilre de te suis autorise
(Mutaire enregMre. lepntoenunt. poeto occupe dans b compegKe)

a fake cotte attestation.

Slgnetur* 
f '^/f.j

"^ V

Dale

Dec. 30/93

0212 (04/91) Nota : Dans cette formuto. forsqu'a designe das personnea. la mascirim est mifee au sens neotre



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

May 12, 1994

Geoscience Approvals Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.15345 
Transaction *: W9420.00016

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines
Ontario Government Building
Box 324
Red Lake, Ontario
POV 2MO

Dear Mrs. Thompson:

RE: Approval of Assessment Work on mining claims KRL1167555 et al. in 
Mitchell and Bowerman Townships.

The assessment credits for Geophysics, section 14 of the Mining Act 
Regulations, as listed on the original Report of Work, have been 
approved as of May 11, 1994.

Please indicate this approval on the claim record sheets.

If you have any questions concerning this submission please contact 
Dale Messenger at 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

;
ining and Land Management Branch 
ines and Minerals Division 

EM/ Is 
nclosures:

cc: v/ Assessment Files Office 
Toronto, Ontario

Resident Geologist 
Red Lake, Ontario
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-J A ^ Jf^C" i ON

THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP

j HAS BEEN COMPILED 
PROM VARIOUS SOURCES,

i AND ACCURACY IS NOT
: GUARANTEED THOSE 

WISHING TO STAKE MIN-
\ ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 

SULT WITH THE MINING 
BFCORDER, MINISTRY OF

, NORTHERN DEVELOP
l MENT AND MINES, FOR AD 

DITIONAL INFORM/TION
! ON THE STATUS OF THE 

LANDS SHOWN HEREON

DENT TA'h

A S '___ ^ ^ — —J
n J ** KRL 'KRL l** *- "*- f

OtRLI 1 ' irc*.,.*""""*" L all f ' s
648784 l 6417151*487*2 1648781 |JLS,,. \wr--n- -^ - - - - --i

X t- O

l^\^\

C onfidt rot it

1202027

.:^o iirs"11075*2

1 ~~~~~^~s*^~^ ' l
i i-'V^r i C" ' i ^' ^ ;
i 1 '45*!/!'' ^"l V l JJ725M ! "788*. IA*^ Jvtt^',LXl^^A-L^-f-—a ~ J?4. CL t ^.,at,rr ' iv r ! ^P:AJ

.'110749-1 .i l B | tt
ei#**tt*l*iyv*w K iCV V

f^ -
i) 14106 y

471210 j5!0555 (9K)534|SIO'KRr ~~ TKRL~

a
*7f 21 sTV 478212 \ \

trn
i_ j -.r 4 ^r -' ^

. SOch.

1195929

^i.^.o. - MINING F..QHTS o. .v
S P O. - SURFACE RIOHTS ONL 
M.+ 8. - ^ i .NG A\D S 1 'R- (KCE

Dm Ipxlon C- *. ,Mo Dan

ACTIVITY INFORMATION
THIS TOWNSHIP/AREA FALLS WITHIN THE

TROUT LAKE FOREST
AND MAY BE SUBJECT TO FORESTRY OPERATIONS. 
THE M N R UNIT FORESTER FOR THIS AREA CAN BE 
CONTACTED AT

P O BOX 5003
RED LAKE, ONTARIO POV2MO
(807) 727-2253

MNR PUBLIC ACCESS POINT

SCALE 1 INCH - Vi C HAINS

ftrf
o 1000 7000 4OOO •or j

1000
(1 KM)

- J
LEGEND

PATENTED LAND

PATENTED FOR S'JflFACE RIGHTS ONL'i

LEASE

LICENSE or OCCUPATION
CROWN '.AND SALES 

LOCA TED s-AND 

CANCELL-^

SURFACE PIQHT8 ONLY

HlbHWAY A ROUTE NO.

ROADS

TRAILS

RAILWAYS

POWER LINES

MARSH OR MUSKEQ

MINES

' OWNSHIP OF

3AO.

MITCHELL
DISTRICT OF
KENORA

PATRICIA PORTIOiV

RED LAKL
MINING OiV'^C 

-vi.nistry o* Mi.i 1' of

52N02SWOOOB 2 15345 MITCHELL 210

Ii7 **

"ST l s i c

k A ' --f ^

A
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